Background: The prognosis of patients with different gastrointestinal cancers varies widely. Despite advances in treatment strategies, such as extensive resections and the addition of new drugs to chemotherapy regimens, conventional treatment strategies have failed to improve survival for many tumours. Although promising, the clinical application of molecularly guided personalized treatment has proven to be challenging. This narrative review focuses on the personalization of cancer therapy using patient-derived three-dimensional 'organoid' models.
Introduction
Over the past three decades, there has been a steady decline in overall cancer mortality. This can be attributed to lifestyle modifications, programmes focusing on the early detection of cancer, and more effective and aggressive multidisciplinary treatment strategies 1 -3 . For many tumour types, biomarker-directed selection of therapy has led to improved survival. For instance, the use of targeted therapy in gastrointestinal stromal cell tumours and hormone receptor-guided therapy in breast cancer has dramatically improved outcomes for these two diseases 4, 5 . Unfortunately, the outcomes for many cancer types remain grim, despite advances in treatment strategies. For example, pancreatic and primary liver cancer are still almost uniformly fatal 6, 7 .
In traditional models of cancer therapy, histopathologically similar tumours are treated identically regardless of cancer subtype or mutational subtype. This has failed to improve survival for many of the most difficult to treat tumours, and clinical investigators are now looking for ways to select treatment based on the mutational profile of the tumour. As an example, a recent clinical trial 8 has shown that 12 solid cancer types could be treated effectively with immune checkpoint blockade therapy if they possessed the same biological trait: mismatch repair deficiency. Likewise, *Liver bile canaliculi progenitor cells can differentiate into primary hepatocytes and bile duct cells, therefore, the same protocol is used for the generation of normal liver or bile duct organoids. Differentiation is induced using a differentiation medium.
patients with activating non-exon 2 KRAS mutations and NRAS mutations have a worse prognosis because they do not benefit from antiepidermal growth factor receptor therapy such as cetuximab 9 . Clinical application of molecularly guided personalized treatment in cancer therapy has proven difficult. The extensive use of gene sequencing has resulted in very few actionable mutations 10 ; although many new therapeutics are tested every year, very few can be validated clinically 11 . Early results have shown that patient-derived cell lines or xenografts may advance the discovery of new therapeutics as they allow molecular testing for susceptibility to guide chemotherapeutic selection. However, the time required to establish such personalized tumour models and test them for actionable molecular data is a limiting factor 12 .
In 2010, a new cell culturing method was developed at the Hubrecht Institute (Utrecht, The Netherlands), which allows the highly efficient and rapid expansion of normal and cancerous cells into three-dimensional 'mini-organs', called organoids 13 . Biopsies, fine-needle aspirations or resection material from healthy or tumour tissue is grown in a basement membrane matrix. Using this method, a patient-specific organoid model can be generated within weeks. This organoid can subsequently be used for extensive diagnostic or therapeutic analysis.
In 2015, the method was adapted by researchers at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (Cold Spring Harbor, New York, USA) to model normal and diseased pancreatic ductal tissue. Since then, researchers have established organoid models from many more gastrointestinal cancer specimens derived from the oesophagus 14 , stomach 15 , small intestine 16 , colon 17 , pancreas 13, 18 , liver and biliary epithelium 19 (Table 1) 20 -48 . This review provides a concise description of the different organoid models that are available for various gastrointestinal cancers, and elaborates on their potential for implementation in clinical practice as a guide for precision medicine. The remaining barriers preventing implementation of an organoid programme to inform therapeutic decisions in a clinical setting are also addressed.
Methods
A PubMed search was conducted to identify relevant articles using the search terms 'gastro-intestinal cancer', 'gastric carcinoma', 'oesophageal carcinoma', 'pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma', 'cholangiocarcinoma', 'hepatocellular carcinoma', 'organoid' and '3D cell culture'. Definitions of terms used in the review are provided in Appendix S1 (supporting information). 
Introduction to organoid culture
An organoid is a three-dimensional (3D) cell culture that has organ-like properties. Organoids resemble the tissue that they originate from, and can therefore be used as models of healthy and diseased tissue. The fact that they represent the heterogeneity of the tissue of origin is most apparent in normal intestinal organoid cultures, where
LGR5+ stem cells give rise to a full complement of differentiated cells such as Paneth cells, enterocytes, goblet cells and enterochromaffin cells. Generally, the term 'organoid' describes primary 3D cultures established from tissue fragments. This should be contrasted with spheroid cultures, which refer to 3D cultures derived from established monolayer cell lines. Other methods to make organoid-like 3D cell cultures have been described and reviewed in the literature. However, these culture systems either lack the ability to generate both normal and neoplastic tissue, or are not as robust and efficacious as the methods described in this review 49 . Organoids can be used as patient-specific avatars of disease (Fig. 1) . For oesophageal, stomach and intestinal organoids, the tissue is digested until the crypts are separated. These crypts contain LGR5+ stem cells, which, when plated in basement membrane matrix and cultured with organoid medium, expand and differentiate into all the possible cell types for that tissue. For pancreatic, biliary and liver organoids, stem cell precursors are still under investigation. Nonetheless, for these tissues the organoid methods work in a similar way to those for intestinal cultures. Within hours to days, the organoids form cystic structures, with an outer layer of cells and an inner lumen. The time needed to establish an organoid not Personalized gastrointestinal cancer management e51 only depends on the tissue type, but also differs between patients.
Need for personalized systemic treatment options
Although mortality has declined for colonic cancer, death rates have increased for gastric 50 , pancreatic and liver cancer 51 . With incidence rates that are rising steadily, and therapies that remain largely ineffective, it is estimated that in 2020 pancreatic and liver cancer will become the second and third most lethal cancers worldwide 51 .
For several gastrointestinal cancers, only locally confined tumours can be treated curatively by resection. However, the vast majority of these tumours are detected after spread of the disease. For gastric cancer, treatment is often restricted to cytotoxic chemotherapy owing to the advanced stage at which the disease is diagnosed 50 . The same is the case for pancreatic cancer, where only 15-30 per cent of patients are eligible for operative exploration 6, 51 .
Even after surgery, disease recurrence is common and long-term survival for many gastrointestinal cancers remains poor 52 -54 . Although standard-of-care systemic therapies have improved outcome for some cancers, such as colorectal cancer 2 , the overall survival for other cancer types has been affected only minimally. For pancreatic cancer, for instance, the implementation of adjuvant chemotherapy has increased overall the 5-year survival rate for newly diagnosed patients to 8 per cent 1, 6, 55 . Although the outcome for colorectal cancer has become much more favourable, in as many as 50 per cent of patients the tumour progresses or recurs under current treatment regimens.
How genetic diversity makes treating cancer difficult
Gene sequencing has shown that for many gastrointestinal cancers there is substantial intertumour and intratumour heterogeneity when it comes to gene mutations 56 -63 . For instance, for pancreatic cancer, 16 important gene mutations in distinct pathways have been identified that drive carcinogenesis 57 . Even for colorectal cancer, genetically one of the most homogeneous cancer types, where APC mutations occur in 85 per cent of patients 64 , it has been shown that metastases show very different mutational profiles from the primary tumour, with absence of driver mutations or resistance predictors 59, 60 . This intraindividual and interpersonal heterogeneity explains the limited benefits of current (chemotherapeutic) treatments, as they are based on the outcomes of large and heterogeneous patient cohorts.
In addition, the effect of cancer therapies is diminished by the development of therapeutic resistance. This occurs because drug treatment is a selection mechanism that drives clonal evolution, and the genome of tumours dynamically adapts to develop resistance 59, 60, 62, 65 . This hampers the design and selection of effective drug combinations because these resistance mechanisms often involve multiple mutational events 62, 65 . Owing to the genetic diversity that is inherent in cancers, a shift from population-based medicine to personalized or precision medicine is needed 6, 57, 61 .
Previous clinical and preclinical efforts at precision medicine
In general, a framework for precision medicine that is functional in a clinical setting can rely on one of two methods: predictive biomarkers of therapeutic response using immunohistochemistry, DNA and RNA sequencing or molecular profiling, or direct study of ex vivo patient-derived tumour models (Fig. 2) . Although promising, the use of gene sequencing and expression analysis has yet to make its way into routine clinical use. Recently, Le and colleagues 8 have shown that 12 different cancers respond well to PD-1 (programmed cell death protein 1) antibody treatment if the mismatch repair system is deficient. This has led to the first Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved treatment based on a common biomarker rather than the location of origin of the tumour 66 . Approximately 5 per cent of adenocarcinomas have microsatellite instability owing to a deficient mismatch repair system, and this can be evaluated using gene sequencing. Treatment of these patients with anti-PD-1 resulted in a radiographic response in half of the patients, with an estimated progression-free 2-year survival rate of 53 per cent 8 . Notably, all included patients had advanced disease or had shown progression under conventional treatment.
Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, most putative biomarkers for pancreatic cancer have failed to influence clinical practice 67 . Perhaps the most notable attempt at biomarker-based precision therapy, the Australian Pancreatic Cancer Genome Initiative's Individualized Molecular Pancreatic Therapy (IMPaCT) trial, failed to accrue a single patient. This was because of delays in acquiring suitable tumour specimens for molecular analysis and returning high-quality actionable genomic data within a clinically acceptable time frame 68 . The same is the case for the EXaCT-1 trial 33 , which was designed to guide therapeutic decision-making for patients with various advanced cancers, including colorectal, pancreatic, stomach and oesophageal cancer, using whole-exome sequencing. This Fig. 2 Fundamental and clinical research applications for patient-specific organoid cultures. Cancer research can be divided into fundamental and clinical research. Although no single method is sufficiently accurate, fast and robust, at present organoids are the most reliable and quickest way to establish patient-specific tissue models. Using personal organoid cultures, multiple techniques can be combined to form a complete picture of the disease. 2D, two-dimensional; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspersed short palindromic repeats (a family of bacterial DNA sequences that, together with the Cas9 enzyme, can be used to induce targeted genetic modification of genes in organisms or, in this case, organoids) trial analysed 769 tumour-normal pairs from different primary and metastatic tumours, but an FDA-approved drug could be identified for only 0⋅4 per cent of patients. Using an expanded list of targeted therapies, still only 9⋅6 per cent of patients had potentially targetable mutations 33, 69 .
In vivo
An alternative path to precision medicine in cancer care involves the development of patient-derived models of disease. These avatar models enable molecular testing that can help inform clinicians and aid them in making treatment decisions. The use of two-dimensional cell lines to inform clinical care is already an active area of research in several centres. Early results have demonstrated the promise of this approach; patient-derived cell lines maintain the genetic profile of the 'parent' tumour 70 . However, two-dimensional cell lines lack structural organization and functional differentiation because they are grown in monolayers, which can change therapeutic sensitivity 13, 71 . Moreover, the time required to derive actionable molecular data from two-dimensional cell lines and patient-derived xenografts puts constraints on their clinical applicability 12 . Log drug concentration
Dissociation into single cells Fig. 3 a A drug sensitivity analysis on organoids can be performed by dissociating the organoids into single cells and plating them at a known density on a multiwell plate (96 or 384 wells). Multiple drugs in varying doses can be added to the organoids to evaluate sensitivity. Each organoid line has a specific sensitivity profile. b Multiple sensitivity profiles. Each line represents the viability of an organoid line plotted against concentration of the drug. The two most resistant organoid lines are depicted in blue, and the two most sensitive in red preclinical modelling of individual patient tumours a viable strategy in personalized medicine initiatives 13 . Organoids can be generated with high efficiency from resected tumours or endoscopic biopsies, and preliminary data suggest that they accurately recapitulate key histological, molecular and genetic characteristics of the tumour of origin 13, 42, 45 . For instance, pancreatic organoids exhibit ductal-and disease stage-specific characteristics, and organoids transplanted into mice recapitulate the full spectrum of tumour development 13 . For traditional molecular studies, such as sequencing and other 'omics' approaches, an organoid-based approach may be superior to relying on direct studies of patient tumour specimens. This is probably because of the low cancer cellularity exhibited by primary tumour specimens, particularly in cancers that arise from the pancreas. Changes in RNA and DNA profiles of cancer cells may be difficult to detect in surgical resection material when the majority of tissue is made up of stromal cells. Finally, organoid models are stable over many passages, can be cryopreserved and are portable across different laboratory settings. This makes collaboration between different institutions feasible, even across continents, and opens up access to analysis in other laboratories. Moreover, by establishing biobanks, organoid cultures could be made available to other research groups, for future research or for validation of research results. In fundamental research, experiments with patientderived organoids have already resulted in discoveries with considerable impact in the field of oncology. Organoid culturing methods provide an ideal way to evaluate co-culture systems of cancer cells with cancer-associated fibroblasts 72 or pathogens 23, 47 . They also represent an ideal platform for individualized therapeutic screening (pharmacotyping) 33,73 -75 . Preliminary work by the present authors has demonstrated promising results for this approach. For example, organoids can be generated from primary tumour specimens over an interval of several weeks, and are subsequently amenable for use in standard in vitro drug sensitivity assays (Fig. 3) .
Organoid technology can be used to reduce the time required to develop personalized models of disease. With an immortalized avatar for each patient's tumour, putative biomarkers can be evaluated in real time and compared against other methods of personalized therapeutic selection, such as gene expression and drug sensitivity analyses. Drug sensitivity testing may include cytotoxic agents traditionally used for a particular cancer subtype, as well as agents approved for other cancer subtypes, targeted agents, or experimental therapeutics in a clinical trial setting. Clinically relevant data can rapidly be translated to clinical decisions, and increase chemotherapy response not only by giving justification for the best treatment combinations, but also by reducing ineffective treatment.
Considerations when working with organoids
The organoid culture system described in this review incorporates two basic components: a basement membrane extract that mimics the extracellular environment, and a liquid growth medium that promotes growth and 'stemness' of the organoids (Fig. 1, Table 1 ). This method for culturing organoids relies on a basement membrane extract that originates from mouse sarcoma cells, and contains various collagens, laminins and other extracellular matrix components 16 . This biological matrix is essential for the growth of organoid cultures and, although efforts are under way to define tissue-specific synthetic matrix solutions, much more validation has to be done before these can substitute for the biological matrix compounds 76 .
A liquid culture medium is added to complement this biological matrix. Different tissues have varying growth requirements, but the basis of the culture media contains WNT and/or RSPONDIN ligands as well as bone morphogenetic protein inhibitor Noggin to promote proliferation of progenitor cells 22 . Addition of epithelial growth factor and tissue-specific mitogens further stimulates the growth of epithelial cultures.
Many organoid culture protocols have been published in the past few years. These should be evaluated carefully when newly attempting organoid culture ( Table 1) because even slight deviations from these protocols may result in failed organoid isolation or expansion. For instance, the activity of WNT ligands should be monitored, because purified recombinant ligands often do not possess high enough activity to promote organoid growth 27 . In addition to strict matrix and media requirements, there are critical steps in tissue processing that may ruin organoid generation. Tissues obtained from the gastrointestinal tract must be washed to prevent fungal and bacterial contamination of the primary organoid cultures. For pancreas, the risk of microbial contamination is not as high, but the digestion steps should be done carefully because the lysis of acinar cell results in the release of their digestive enzymes, which in turn will lyse any remaining cells. Another critical issue has proven to be the time between resection and organoid isolation. Because not every institute has the facilities to make organoid cultures on site, collaborations with other centres may be desirable. However, the longer the time between resection and organoid isolation, the lower the chance of successful establishment of an organoid culture. Tissue samples can be shipped on ice, in appropriate culture media, but should be processed as soon as possible upon receipt.
For most tissues, organoid culture methods are similar for both normal and tumour cells ( Table 1) . Because of this, tumour organoid isolates may be contaminated by rapidly dividing adjacent normal epithelial cells. In some cases this problem is so substantial that successful isolation of tumour organoids is unlikely 77 . For some tissues, such as colonic carcinoma, this can be overcome by utilizing the ability of cancer cells to divide without the need to be externally stimulated by media components. Removing the media components that are necessary for cell growth of normal tissues (reduced medium) may help prevent normal epithelial cells from overgrowing and outcompeting tumour cells in a culture dish. Ultimately, however, histological assessment of the tissue followed by careful microdissection of tumour cell-rich nodules still provides the best chance for successful isolation of tumour organoids.
Finally, although the quantity of tissue often affects successful isolation of primary cultures, needle biopsies are a sufficient source of cells to generate an organoid culture 13 . For these small biopsies, additional care must be taken when processing tissue as any significant cellular loss will result in failure of organoid isolation. For pancreatic cancer, where only 15-30 per cent of the patients present with resectable disease, this has enabled researchers to generate organoids from early-stage operable cancer as well as late-stage inoperable cancer.
Results of previous efforts to generate organoids
Initial efforts to generate organoids resulted in success rates of between 75 and 83 per cent 13 . Researchers at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory have shown that this success rate is higher, and that organoids can be generated from resected pancreatic cancers, endoscopic biopsies or surgical resection material of pancreatic cancer with success rates from 85 to 95 per cent (H. Tiriac and D. Tuveson, unpublished observations). For fine-needle aspirations, the success rate is about 75 per cent, still greatly exceeding that of conventional culture methods. Organoid isolation is most efficient for cells of ductal origin. After tissue acquisition, the time required to establish and expand the culture sufficiently for molecular study is variable, ranging from as little as 2 weeks to as long as 5 months. Organoids generated from surgically resected specimens generally take less time to expand, as there is usually ample starting material.
Using organoids to inform clinical decisions
For the purposes of this work, clinically actionable data is defined as information gleaned from genetic sequencing, biomarker analysis or drug sensitivity testing that can be used to identify an optimal treatment regimen for individual patients. There are two inherent advantages to the use of organoids as the backbone for molecular characterization in precision medicine. Organoids are stable, immortalized examples of each tumour and can provide clinical scientists with a large quantity of biomass to study. Furthermore, as a cell line, they can be characterized molecularly in contemporary research laboratories using next-generation sequencing methods, gene expression profiling, standard immunohistochemical arrays and a wide variety of 'omics' methodologies.
Although organoids are established more rapidly than two-dimensional cell lines, at present it is probably unreasonable to await organoid-directed therapeutic information for rapidly progressing malignancies such as pancreatic cancer. Therefore, in a clinically relevant paradigm, patients most often begin adjuvant therapies after recovery from surgical resection. In this framework, the 8 weeks needed for surgical recovery can be used to generate organoids, study their molecular subtype, and undertake a clinically meaningful drug screen that individualizes adjuvant therapy for each patient.
Rationale for the selection of therapeutics to study in clinical trials
As discussed previously, data from molecular analysis can be supplemented by organoid pharmacotyping 33 -36 . After generation, organoids can be plated in a high-throughput multiwell format and tested against chemotherapeutics. These drug sensitivity assays are used extensively in cancer biology research, and are beginning to gain favour in precision medicine-oriented translational research 12, 33 . In recent years, multiple laboratories have explored the possibility of performing drug screening on 3D organoid cell cultures, mostly of colorectal origin, and correlating these with genomic data 33 -36,78 . Pauli and colleagues 33 showed that high-throughput drug screening, combined with complete genomic analysis, could identify effective targeted agents, and the optimal combination of these agents for four different cancers. However, none of these studies have correlated the results of such drug-screening assays with clinical data in the form of prospective clinical trials.
The use of organoids to direct therapy for these specific cancer types can first be studied with a focus on the appropriate selection of standard chemotherapeutics. In future work, drug screening should be expanded beyond cytotoxic chemotherapeutics and include novel compounds. Small-molecule inhibitors should be integrated, and optimal combination strategies should be designed. For pancreatic cancer, for example, combinations including gemcitabine should be compared in vitro against combinations containing 5-fluorouracil. Similarly, in biliary tract cancers, a variety of agents should be tested with a backbone of gemcitabine.
In this way, early clinical trials will rely solely on standard agents to facilitate the application of the results in the clinic and to satisfy ethical considerations. As the reproducibility and reliability of organoid-directed care are confirmed, further studies should investigate a role for testing non-standard agents, targeted agents and small-molecule inhibitors for each tumour type. In this context, it has to be acknowledged that the current standard systemic combination therapies have historically limited response rates, contributing to the urgency for novel approaches in this set of diseases. Therefore, in highly specialized centres, a more aggressive strategy could be pursued, as informed by organoid data and under the watchful eye of clinician scientists.
Discussion
To improve cancer care, profiling of patient tumour specimens should go beyond classical histopathology and use next-generation sequencing, RNA analysis and other advanced molecular diagnostic approaches such as proteomics to help unravel the molecular pathways that drive a patient's specific cancer. For this purpose, new models are needed that help predict treatment response accurately. 3D tumour organoids can be generated with high efficiency from fine-needle aspirations, biopsies or resection specimens, and have the potential to serve as a personal cancer model. Tumour organoids retain the characteristics of the primary tumour, can be grown indefinitely, are cryopreservable and are transportable for collaborative fundamental scientific as well as clinical projects. Because tumour organoids consist of cancer cells alone, they offer 4 Model for personalized cancer therapeutics using organoids. Information from gene sequencing, in vitro drug analysis and mouse studies can be combined with traditional molecular analyses, such as immunohistochemistry, to establish a complete tumour profile. As the establishment and complete analysis of an organoid line takes only a few weeks, the information could be returned swiftly to the clinic. When patients develop metastases, or the disease relapses, new tumour biopsies can be taken and new organoid lines established a much higher chance of detecting actionable mutations compared with direct sequencing of the primary tumours. In addition, direct pharmacotyping by organoid-based drug sensitivity testing can be done within weeks. In many initiatives worldwide, cohorts of patients receiving standard systemic treatment are currently assessed clinically for response, and survival statistics are correlated retrospectively with the molecular tumour profile. Although this strategy helps clarify the relationship between molecular profile and response, it is time-consuming, needs a large group of patients, is logistically difficult and will not immediately benefit patients in need of effective treatment today. Using tumour organoid avatars, together with molecular assessment and drug sensitivity testing, could accelerate the use of personalized anticancer therapy and improve treatment outcomes for current patients. Sampling of tumour tissue can be done at multiple sites, including metastases, but also over time, when patients show resistance to an ongoing therapy or recurrence (Fig. 4) .
The efficiency of the personal organoid model allows immediate clinical implementation, but the effectiveness in improving patient outcome remains to be proven. Experiments to establish validity are ongoing in multiple institutions, including the Cold Spring Harbor Institute, and show promising results. Therefore, clinical pilot trials validating organoids as a useful clinical tool should not be postponed. The design of adaptive clinical trials, with a treatment arm allocation according to tumour phenotype and organoid pharmacotype, may be more promising and attractive for both patients and clinicians than traditional RCTs with current treatment standards. Additionally, patients are willing to share in the decision-making around their treatment. With the promise of improved quality of life, they accept the uncertainty of using off-label therapies, and are capable of balancing the risks and potential benefits if they understand the prediction model used to guide their personalized treatment. From a societal and medical perspective, it is attractive to use the individualized organoid model to guide treatments even before patients Institutes with the infrastructure to grow tumour organoids, and with access to state-of-the-art molecular tumour profiling and drug sensitivity testing facilities, can start collaborative clinical pilots today. Increased technical expertise in many newly established organoid facilities, combined with easily sharable frozen vials of patient-derived organoids will result in (inter)national organoid collaborations that could rapidly transform the field of cancer therapeutics.
